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How To Get The Most From 
Your New shopVOX Account



The biggest mistake I see - not setting aside the time 
needed to implement shopVOX the right way.

Make time.

I know that you’re in charge of a busy growing shop and there’s no way you 
shut down to setup shopVOX. You don’t have to. 

But you need to understand it will take time and effort on your part to setup 
/ learn the shopVOX Pro system. There is no way around this.

How long is setup / implementation going to take? 
This question is almost impossible to answer without knowing specific 
details about your business and processes.

Factors That Influence Speed of Implementation

• How many different products do you sell?
• How many employees need to be trained?
• Is this your first management software system?
• Do you need to change internal business processes?

How much time should I take?  
Set your go-live date 1 month away. This gives you enough time to train 
users, configure your account, setup pricing for your most popular products. 

Your shopVOX coach can provide a more specific timeline during your kickoff 
call. Rest easy - knowing that we’ll have your back every step of the way.

What strategies have been successful for others?

• Set aside 1-2 hrs every day for the first couple weeks with shopVOX

• Mark a 3-4 hr block on your calendar once per week



You need them - because change is hard.

Champions.

Champions are your power users, the early adopters, the influential people in 
your shop.

We’ve learned its tremendously helpful to have several people in your shop 
dedicated to leading the shopVOX charge.

How many champions do I need?

Most smaller shops need just one (probably you if you’re reading this). In 
larger shops (5+ users) - it helps to have 3-5 champions. 

What should my champions do?

• Champions are responsible for learning shopVOX ahead of everyone else.
• They configure your shopVOX account and customize it for your shop
• They make key decisions on who will be using shopVOX and how your 

work flows inside shopVOX
• They make sure that others are trained and confident in using shopVOX
How do I pick a champion?

• They need to know your business - inside / out / all around / downtown. 
• You don’t want newbies to the sign or print business setting up your 

system of record.
• If you’re syncing to Quickbooks, make sure you have champion who 

knows that program really well.
• Choose someone who can make process decisions and understand how 

that will affect the entire shop. 



Even though our developers are super smart -  
nobody on the team can read minds.

Communicate.

Communication between your team and our team is critical for this to 
work out.

If you’re having an issue - reach out to our team.

If you have a question - reach out to our team.

If you’re lonely and just need someone to talk to - reach out to our team.

Support is the top priority for us.

We want you to succeed - and we try to support you through many channels. 

We also try to answer any questions you might have before you have them.

At some point you’ll need some help with shopVOX.

There’s no shame in that “Mr. I Can Figure It All Out By Myself”. 

We’re here to help - but you do have to let us know something’s not right.

So don’t waste 15-20 min of your day struggling with something - contact 
our chat support team or email your shopVOX coach.



Pro Tip: Please don’t try to set up every single  
product you’ve ever sold before you go live

Aim for 80%.

There are two major hurdles most shops face.

1. Learning how to use the core features in shopVOX 
(you should focus most of your time here)

2. Setting up pricing for your products 
(usually the takes the longest)

Everything else falls into place.

Use our starter products and templates to your advantage.

We’ve done the hard work for you. Compiled years of data, tons of materials, 
and created starter products with pricing that works for 80% of every shop 
out there.

Use our starting points, add your own costs and markups, and get started.

But I need pricing to be absolutely perfectly perfect before we go live.

No you don’t. There are tons of benefits to using shopVOX - and the pricing 
engine is only one component.

Pricing will never be 100% perfect because your costs always change, 
customers ask for discounts, competitors undercut you. You’ll update this as 
you go along.

My suggestion? Add the bare minimum you need to go live and just do it.

In our experience, the most successful shops go live quickly, get some 
feedback, and improve just as quickly.



You’ll never be any less busy than you are now.

Commit.

We want you to get the most value out of your investment in shopVOX as 
soon as possible.

In order for that to happen - you’ll need to commit your time, your team, 
your resources to learning and integrating the system into your business 
processes.

Here’s a story I’ve seen play out many times before.

You sign up for a new software with the best of intentions. The first week or 
two you spend a lot of time - making good progress.

Then next week - you get slammed with a ton of work. You drop the ball on 
the software, and by the time you look up - it’s three months later. 

You’re frustrated because you’ve been paying and not using it. And it’s 
almost impossible to regain your momentum.

Don’t let this happen to you.

Make a plan to improve your business with shopVOX - and stick to it.

What’s Next?

Work with your shopVOX Coach  
to determine the next steps to take 
with your shopVOX implemenation.


